Halloween 2006
There is adventure in sound...

Since 1984, the Atlanta Radio Theatre Company has been performing, recording, and broadcasting dramatic audio - fully dramatized, fully sound-scaped audio drama. We set the scene. By combining today's modern technology and dramatic techniques with the oldest form of entertainment, the human imagination, you have the best seat in the house for the most vivid movie you will ever see.

Welcome to the age of New Old-Time Radio.

Tenpenny Travelers is Ray Heffner, Angela Lacey, Tara Maurer, Mike Quigley, and Ariel Stewart
www.tenpennytravelers.com

Listen to the ARTC live performance archives on our podcast!
WWW.ARTCPODCAST.ORG

If you enjoyed today's program...
The following titles are now available on CD and cassette.
Special Order by Henry Lee Forrest
The Last Dragon to Avondale by Thomas E. Fuller
The Shadow over Innsmouth by H. P. Lovecraft
Order online at
WWW.ARTC.ORG

ARTC is a volunteer organization. If you are interested in giving your time in exchange for learning about the craft of audio drama, we'd love to hear from you. For more information please contact:

Atlanta Radio Theatre Company
3577-A Chamblee Tucker Rd. #189
Atlanta, GA 30341-4409
WWW.ARTC.ORG
volunteer@artc.org

Atlanta Radio Theatre Company

Into the Labyrinth
A collection of eerie audio dramas for Halloween

With musical guests Tenpenny Travelers

Featuring Thomas E. Fuller's

Throne of Shadows
Stage Door Players
October 28, 2006 — 8:00pm
October 29, 2006 — 2:30pm
Unresolved Mysteries, Solved While U Wait

The Demons are Coming by Pat Lucyshyn
Clair Whitworth Kiernan - herself
Dr. Marshall Trent - Terry Sanders
Demon - Hal Wiedeman

Mildly Exciting Tales of Astonishment

Episode 14 - Sweet Revenge by Jonathan Strickland
Odd Doc - Jonathan Strickland
Thundra of the Tundra - Trudy Leonard
Billy - Jason Lacey
Suzie - Megan Jackson
Lord Destructeronimus - Daniel Taylor
Vroomhilda - Ariel Stewart

Commercial by Ron N. Butler
Betty - Angela Lacey
Jane - Ariel Stewart

Lords and Ladies/Witches Reel
Traditional, arranged by Tenpenny Travelers

The Vampire Nobody Wanted by Kelley Swilley
Announcer - David Benedict
Kitty - Ariel Stewart
Harriet - Kelley Swilley

Public Service Announcement by Chrism Kronick
Addict - Megan Jackson

Bumpers Crossroads
Hallowe’en by Daniel Taylor
Woody - Terry Sanders
Grandpa - Daniel Whitworth Kiernan
Rose - Clair Whitworth Kiernan
Luke - Hal Wiedeman
Maria - Ariel Stewart
Cratchit - Ron Butler
Boss - Jason Lacey

My Son John
Traditional, arranged by Tenpenny Travelers

Raven Boys
Tune - Traditional
Additional lyrics by Tara Maurer and Angela Lacey
Created for Red Button Productions, LLC
King’s Gate LARP Campaign

Rory Rammer: Space Marshal

The Last Vampire by Ron N. Butler
Announcer - Terry Sanders
Rory Rammer - David Benedict
"Skip" Sagan - Daniel Whitworth Kiernan
Professor Irwin Feynman - Daniel Taylor
Chryssa Feynman - Megan Jackson
Caluward Dalv - Hal Wiedeman

INTERMISSION

Throne of Shadows: The Last Relic of the Empire
by Thomas E. Fuller
Victoria Forell - Clair Whitworth Kiernan
Maria von Stuppell - Kelley Swilley
Dr. Simon Courtney - Ron Butler
Carolotta - Trudy Leonard
Maximilian - Daniel Taylor
Leopold Maximilian Joseph - Jonathan Strickland
Victoria Sofia - Christina Fuller

Produced and Directed by David Benedict
Audio engineering by Bob Zimmerman and David Carter
Live Foley sound effects created by Deanna Ameri
Recorded effects provided by Henry Howard and Audio Craft Studio, performed by David Carter and David Benedict

Live music performed by Tenpenny Travelers
Recorded music provided by Brad Weage and Alton Leonard